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M[s' Justice Swarana Kanta Sharma in the abovesaid matter is being circula£ed for
Immediate compliance/necessary action to : _

1.

2.

3.

All the Judicial Officers posted in Central District, Tis Hazari Courts
Delhi.

The Ld' Registrar General, Hon’ble High Court of Delhi> New Delhi for
information .

PS to the Ld. Principal District & Sessions Judge (HQs)2 +is Hazari
CoWs, Delhi for information.

The Chairman, Website Committee, Tis Hazari Courts) Delhi with the

request to direct the concerned official to upload the same on the Website of
Delhi District Courts.

Dealing Assistant, R&l Branch for uploading the same on LAyERS

For uploading the same on Centralized Website through LAYERS

'/,3IT)
Officer-in Charge7 Gen1. Branch: (c)
Addl. District & Sessions Judge

Tis Hazari Courts, Delhi(a,._

Encls. As above
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(:RIIVIINAL APPEAL NO. 273/2009

Appeal under section 374 CR.P.C. has been filed against the judgment dated 19.03.2009 and order on
scntt ncc dated 30.03.2009 passed by Shri S.K. Sarvaria, Additional Sessions Judge-01, South Patiala House

(:oul L, Nc\v Delhi in SC No. 124/07 arising out of FIR No.'746/2007 Police -Station Malviya Nagar U/S
9'>/ ' 02 IPC & 25 Arms Act.

tI

I ain directed to forward herewith for immediate cohpliahce/necessary action a co by ofJudgment7order
' :ale': 05.01.2023 passed by Hon’ble Mr. Justice Swarana Kanta Sharma in the above noted case.
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DECIDED

IN THE HIGH COURT OFDELniATN£wDTLni
Copy of6riier

DATE it/l/23 '
! {'{\ /= $

FIle Registrar General:

l-ligl1 Coun Of Delhi:
New Delhi.

The Ld. Principal District & Sessions Judge, Headquarter, Delhi. 'i
The Ld. Princippl District & Sessions Judge, Central DisH., Tis Hazari Courts, Delhi.

the Ld. Principal District & Sessio_ns Judge, North DisH„ Tis Hazari Courts1 Delhi.
The Ld. Principal District & Sessiong Judge, West DisH., Tis Hazari Courts1 Delhi. -'
The Ld. Principal District & Sessions Judge, New Delhi, Patiala House coullsf Delhi.

The Ld. Principal District & Sessions Judge, East DisK., KKD Courts, Delhi.
The Ld. Principal District & Sessions Judge,North- East DisH„ KKD Courls, Delhi.
1-he Ld. Principal District & Sessions Judge, Shahdara DisH., KKD Courts, Delhi.

l-he I'd. Principal District & Sessions Judge, North-West Distt., Rohini Courts, Delhi.
The Ld. Principal District & Sessions Judge, Outer DisH„ Rohini Courts, Delhi.
The Ld. Principal District & Sessions Judge, South-West DisH., Dwarka Coults, Delhi.
The Ld. Principal District & Sessions Judge, South DisH„ Saket Courts, Delhi.
The Ld. Principal District & Sessi6ns Judge, South-East DisH., Saket Courts, Delhi.

The Ld. Principal District & Sessions Judge, CBI DisH. Rouse Avenue Courts, Delhi.
The Ld. Director ,Delhi Judicial Academy,Integrated Campus .for Delhi {}rdicial Acade
Law University,Sector 14, Dwarka, New Delhi-1 10078.

ny and National

SUI Iii

VERSUS

......................„....,_ APPELLANT

........................RESPONDENTF#
State

Other n'ecessaly directions are contained in the enclosed copy of order.

Admn. (bmcel JudI./CrI
For Registrar General

Copy of order dated 05.01.2023

with Memo of Parties
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IN THE HONtBLE HIGH COURT OF DELHI AT NEW DELIHI

CRTMTNAL APPEALN dl' OF 2009

I

IN THE MATTER OF :

SUNIL APPELLANT

VERSUS

TIm STATE (NCT OF DELHD RESPONDENT

MEMO OF PARTIES

- , ' '$UML''-: :. .I, ( r&/ac' )
S/0 MANTORI LAL. . '

R/0- E-743.
KOTLA MUBRAK PUR)
NEW DELHi=' APPELLANT

' VERSUS

THE STATE NCT OF DELHI RESPONDENTS

0Ro& ON SeN7Wc€.: _ 36 i 31 aq

gaIl t' aje. 1- 3D1 3 lq

b\9\'Nq£b t>kbe& P44S£@ ay Lb.4.8 a.SR. tK.SA&&RIg

DRAWN AND FILED BY :-

cAra$
ARUN SHARMA & ASSOCIATES

04.2009 ;. Advocates

CH. NO. 249, PATIALA HOUSE,
NEW DELHI -1 10001.
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF DELHI AT NEW DELHI
%

Reserved on:21.12.2022
Pronounced on: 05.01.2023

t

i
+ CRL. A. 273/2009

SUNIL . .... Petitioner

Through: Ms. Gayatri Nandwani
(DHCLSC) with Ms. Mudita
Sharda, Advocate

versus

STATE
. .... Respondent

Mr. Nar:esh Kumar Chahar,

APP for the State with SI
Sandeep Yadav, P.S. Malviya
Nagar

Through:

CORAM:
HON'BLE MS. JUSTICE SWARANA KANTA SHARMA

JUDGMENT

SWARANA KANTA SHARMA, J.

1. The present appeal has been filed by appellant under Section 374

. read with Section 482 of Code of Criminal Procedure9 1973 (“(’.--r.P.c.”)

seeking setting aside of the impugned judgment dated 19.03.2009 and

'order on sentence dated 30.03.2009 passed by the learned Additional
Sessions Judge-01, South, Patiala House Court, New Delhi in the

Sessions Case No. 124/07 1'ide which the appellant has been convicted

for the offences punishable under Section 399/402 of the Indian Penal

Code, 1860 (“IPC”) and Section 25 of Arms ALtI 1959.

CRL. A. 273/2009 Page 1 of 18
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2. The facts upon which the present FIR was registered are that or,

11.07.2007, Sub Inspector K.C. Kaushik alongwith other staff

consisting of Head Constable Pritam Singh, Constable Ram Sar-an and

Constable &[az Ahmed were on petrolling duty and later, were also

joined by Constable Dev Lagan. A secret information was received by

SI K.C. Kaushik that in NICD/ACC Park, Panchsheel Park9 5-6

miscreants are sitting intending to commit some crime. The inform,Itt',iI

was passed on to the S.H.O, Police Station Malviya .Nagar ,>n

telephone. 4-5 passersby were requested to join raiding party but the„,'

did not join and left without revealing their names and iddressc.

ThereaRer, SI K.C. Kaushik alongwith raiding team reached !1I

Badarpur Service Lane near Panchsheel Park near M(..-'D/ACC Park ilt

about 10.00 PM. SI K.C. Kaushik had directed the raiding party to go I o

South West corner carefulIY and HC Pritam Singh heard the

conversation of accused persons and 'informed him that fiVQ accused

persons were sitting while one had a country made revolver in his hand

He further revealed that they were talkhlg to each other about tying the

guard of one Sabharwal and then taking away the valuables kept in the

kotti. They were also saying that they will open fire if anyone will 1-aisc

alaral. Thereafter, the raiding team surrounded the accused persons bLlt

they started running in different directions. Four act.usdd named

Ornkar, Sukhpal, Sunil and Suraj were overpowered. One loaded

country made revolver was recovered from accused Sukhpal. Olle
buttondar knife was recovered from accused Sunil. One raxine bag wins

also recovered from accused Sunil which contained 2.5 metres lonp

plastic rope and a black coloured cloth. One knife was recovered from

CRL. A. 273/2009
Page 2 of 18
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iI
accused Omkar, however, Heh accused had escaped who could not be

arrested bY the police. Thereafter, investigation was carried out

Chargesheet was prepared for offences punishable under Section

399/402 IPC read with Section 25 of Mms Act and charges were
framed against four accused persons mentioned above. Vide the

Impugned judgment, four accused persons were co'avi<..ted for

committing offences punishable under Section 399/402 ipc as well as

under Section 25 of Arms Act. As per prosecution story, no arms were

recoVered from accused Suraj9 however, he was convicted for offbnce
punishable under Section 25 of Arms Act

3' it is argued bY learned counsel, for accused/appellant that as per
mandate of Sections 399/402 IPC, 'the essential ingredient for

Qommission of offence of dacoity is association of at least five or more

persons whereas in the present case2. onjy a)Ur persons were an.ested3

and nah person could not ,be a.rrestdd. It,is also stated that this nah

person could never be found and9. therdfo£e, - it can be concluded that

'there was no 6ah person pr6sent to cab$itute the offence in question. It

is also argued that the accused persons were allegedjy prepm.ing to
commit dacoitY at the house df.. g)ne. .:$d?harwal by tying his gpard>

however, there is no investigation qua the existence of such a person or

house' it is hl[ther argued that a perusal of Trial Court Record also

reveals lack of legal assistance rendered to the accused persons
including present appellant during the trial.

4' Learned APP for the State, on the other hand, argped that the

accused persons havq been rightly held gpilty of preparation for

colnmltting dacoity. It is also stated that the name of the fifth ac,...used is

CRL. A. 273/2009
Page 3 of 18
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menboned in the disclosure statement, though, the said person had run

away when the raiding party had reached the spot.
5. The arguments of both the sides have been heard. Records of the

case have also been perused.

6' in the present case9 it iS alleged by the prosecution that Head

Constable Pritam singh had overheard the accused persons making

preparatlon and hatching conspiracy to conunit offence of dacoit\' al

house of one Sabharwal aaer tYing his guard. However, a perusal ,)i'

material on record reveals that neither the place where the accused

persons were allegedIY preparing to commit the offence in question \vas

ldentined nor the accused were made to point out the same during

investigation. This casts serious doubt on the case of prosecution as to

whether such a person or house was actually situated or located ncal'1)\

or even existed for the commission of offence in question.

7' A perusal of the record also reVeals’ that it is mentioned in the

FIR that during search of present app91{,ant ,Sunil> five bla1.:k masks of

cloth as well as plastic rope me4g diidg'2 iS tnetres were recovered from

hun) hOwever, the testimony of all the witnesses examined in the Court

including the testimony of the Investigpting Officer is completely silent

on tIns point' in the testinlonY9 there iS nowhere stated that raxine bag.

masks and plastic rope were recovered from the possession pf appellant

SunjI. Though the seizure memo regarding the seizure of bagp p]asti.

rope and masks is on record, the witnesses have neither spoken abot iI it
nor has the said case property been produced bea)re the Coun OF

ldenh6ed bY anY of the witnesses including the Investigating officer.
Since it was not produced before the Court and neither of the witnesses

CRL. A. 273/2009 Page 4 of 1 8
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I

Ihave spoken about the same despite it being a crucia1 piece of evidence

against the accused persons, it has made the case of the prosecution

doubtnll' The IO has also not explained in his statement or in the FIR

where the entire proceedings are mentioned, as to how the rope was

measured to be 2.5 metres in lengIh which has been mentioned in the

selzure memo. The above discussion Makes it clear that the learned

Trial Court failed to take note of the above said while appreciating
evidence.

8. The Court while deciding the present appeal also notes that the

learned THaI Court failed to provide effective legal aid to the present

accused/applicant. A perusal of the ,reeQrd of the learned Trial Court

reveals that total five witnesses were ekami.ned in the present case who

were police witnesses. None of the witnesses has been cross_examined

in this case and it iS mentioned2. aRer examination_in_Chief was
conducted of each witnessl that:'

I
ili
I

“PWI Ct' Mai Ahmed, 116.8-jSP, P§;'R4alviya Nagar, ND
x . On 12.07.07 1 was p69t8d. ai ct. as PP gh&kh Sarai ps

Malviya Nagar. . . . ..

XXXX by accused' Sunil
Nil. OpportunitS/ given

9+B + )+C

$88)#$$

PW2 HC Pdtam Singh, 186 SD, PS Badarpur) ND

$$$
XXXX by accused Sunil.

CRL. A. 273/2009
Page S oj18
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Nil. Opportunity given,
+ $$ # # #

PW3 HC Chuan Singh, 1722 SD, PS Malviya Nagu, ND
On 12.07.07 1 was posted as HC as PP Sheikh Sarai PS

Malviya Nagar and was working as DO from 12 midnight from 8
AM

XXXX by counsel for accused Sunil.
Nil. Opportunity given.

$ # # # =k #

PW4 ASI Gopi C:hand, PS Malviya Nagar, ND
On the intervening night of 11/12.07.07 1 was posted as

ASI at PS Malviya Nagar. On that day the case was marked to

XXXX by counsel for accused Sunil.
Nil. Opportunity given.

4c :k >B

q: + + + + +

PW5 Sl K.C. Kaushik, PS Amar Colony, Delhi
On 12.07.07 1 @as '$6gteif..as IC PP Sheikh Sarai PS

Malviya Nagar. On'that .day'}. aT€}hg$ith HC Pritarn Singh, ct.
Maj Ahmed, Ct. Ram 'Shqtan- Wife aIr patrolling duty...,..

+ ++

XXXX by accused Sunil.
Nil. Opportunity given.

q:### # :k

9. This makes it clear that in the present case, opportunity was

granted to the accused persons to cross-examine the witnesses as they

were not represented by their counsel nor were providQd legal aid

counsel. But the order dated 03.09.2008 mentions that the accused

persons had requested to be provided with legal aid counsel. However.

prior to that, all the five witnesses in this case stood examined.

CRL. A. 273/2009 Page 6 of 1 8
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10' Order sheet dated 18.02.2008 only mentions that counse1 for
accused was present with the accused. The name of the counse1 is not

mentioned and interestingly, two material witnesses i.e. PWI Constable

Maz Ahmed and PW2 HC Pritam Singh were examined on the said

date. The evidence so recorded on that day does not mention the

presence of their counsel but mentions that opportunity was given to the

accused to cross-examine the witness (evidence mentions “xx.xx by

accused' Nil' OpportunitY given”). The non cross-examination of the

rllajor witnesses, thus, makes it clear that no counsel was present on

that day as in case the counsel WOUl+ have been presentJ it was the duty

of counsel to cross-examine the material .witness and in case they were

not examined, it was essential for the learned Trial Court to have

mentioned the name of the Qounsel and the fact that though the

WItnesses were tendered for cross_exq,mi4ation9 the counsel for accused

did not avail the said opponuni.+y: $in+Mar is the fact regarding the

examination of PW-3 HC Charan'-S.{nghTapd Pw_4 ASI Gt,)pi c'hand.

That on the daY when PW-5 In+'8sti£atii& Officer was examined2 there

IS no mention even of the word “accused present with counsel”. The

order sheets,. thereaRer> do not mention the presence of the counsel

when PW-5 was examined. It is, therefore, clear that it was only on
93.09.2008 when the accused persons requested that they are unable to

engage a lawyer, that Sh. MiUal was appointed as Amicus Curie for

accused persons at State’s expenses. In a nutshell except at the time of

recording of statement under Section 313 Cr.P.c. and hearing

arguments on sentence> the Amicus Curie was not present even on the

gaY when final arguments were heard as his presence is not marked. It

CRL. A. 273/2009
Page 7 of 18
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is also not mentioned that he had addressed arguments when the nnai

arguments were heard on 07.03.2009. Thus, learned Amicus Curie \v as

not present on the dates fixed for final arguments and also prior to that.

On 04.12.2008, when it is recorded that the accused persons, who Irad

earlier expressed their desire to lead defence evidence, stated before tIle

learned Court that they did not want to lead defence evidence. Ole

learned Amicus Curie was not present. It is, thus, a case where ijlc

accused remained unrepresented and unaided during the entire effel~.Ii\.e

stages of trial.

11. Even the Constitution of India' guarantees certain Rrndamentdi

rights to the accused which stand t[hfett.ered during the trial as well as

lmposes certain duties upon the State, which are reproduced herein
below:

Article 21 reads as under:

“21. Protection of 1@ . ang.. p_eB9pal liberty._ No person
shall be deprived 9-f his ’ljfe "bt'p.ersonal liberty bxcept
according to procedufe q§tab jbhe€tPy "law.”

Article 22 reads as under:

“22. Protection against arrest’ -.and detention in certain
cases.– (1) No person who is arrested shall be detailled in
custody without being informed, as soon as may be) of the
grounds for such arrest nor shall he be denied the right to
consult, and to be .defended by, a legal practitioner if hischoice...”

Article 39A reads as under:

“39A. Equal justice and Bee legal aid. The- State shall

secure that the operation of the legal system promotes

CRL. A. 273/2009 Page 8 of 18
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JustIce, on a basis of equal opportunity, and shall, in
pqrticular, provide Bee legal ajd, by suitable legislation or
schemes or in any other way9 tO ensure that OF;porMitie£
for securing justice are not denied to any citizen by reason
of economic or other disabilities.”

12. The trial in this case for a heinous offence which attracts

punlshment UPto 10 Years was, therefore, conducted in most casual

manner' The Trial Court did not deem it appropriate to appoint any

counsel tO defend the appellant/accused9 neither when the counsel

engaged bY him did not appear at the commencement of the trial (which

IS not clear aom the order sheets unfortunately), nor at the time of

recording of evidence of the prosecuFion 'witnesses. The accused

therefOre9 did not have legal aid of a Q6unsel in real sense! at any stage

pf trial. Needless to say, the 4ccused Gas entitled to such legal aid

during the entire period of dial. As 'qlready mentioned above: the

appointment of the Amicus Curie was. qt a much later stage aRer the

entire evidence had been recorded and eVen.,thereaa,er> learned Amicus

Curie appeared onIY twice. -This. eb'ur§n6tes with regret that even at the

stage of final arguments> he was not present to defend the appellant

who he had been asked to defen(+ at ,the .State’s expense. There is no

doubt that right of cross-examination to any accused in a criminal case

to discredit the witnesses and to test veracity of the statement is the

most vital part of a criminal trial.

13. In the case at Kanar Singh v. State of Punjab1 (1994) 3 scc

569, the Constitution Bench of Hon’ble Apex Court, explained the

purpose and importance of cross-examination of a witness. The relevant
observations are as under:

CRL. A. 273/2009
Page 9 of 18
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“278. Section 137 of the Evidence Act defines what cross_

examination means and Sections 139 and 145 speak of the
mode of cross-examination with reference to the documents

as well as oral evidence. It is the jurisprudence of law that
cross-examination is an acid-test of the truthfulness of the
statement made by a witness on oath in examination-in-
chief, the objeCts of which are:-
(1) To destroy or weak6n the evidentiary value of the
witness of his adversary;

(2) To elicit facts in favour of the cross_examining lawyer's
client aom the mouth of the witness of the adversary party;
(3) To show that the witness is unworthy of deaef 'by
impeaching the credit of the said witness;

And 'the questions to be addressed in the course of cross_

examination are to test his veracity; to discover who he is
end what is his position in life; and to shake his credit by
injuring his character”.

14. The aforesaid view was further reiterated by the Apex Court 111

JaYendta Vishnu Thakw v. State of Maharashtra (2009) 7 Scc IV }

wherein it was observed that:

“24. A right tO cross-:exp.bid+:4,,. Wi+lies'sj apart from being a
natural right is a statUtory +ight. Section 137 of the
Evldence Act provides for examination-in-chief, cross-
examination and re-examination. Section 138 of the
Evidence Act confers a right oh,'.the adverse party to cross_

examine a witness who had been examined in chief> subjectof course to expression of his desire to the said effect.'-But

lndlsputabIY such an opportunity is to be granted. An
accused has not only a valuable right to represent himsel£
he has_ also the right to be informed thereabout. If ari

exception is to be carved out, the statute must say so
expressIY or the same must be capable of being inferred by
necessary implication. There are statutes like thb

Extradition Act, 1962 which excludes taking of evidence
vls-a-vls opinion.))

CRL. A. 273/2009 Page 10 of 18
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15. This Court also notes that it has been laid down by the Hon9ble

Apex Court in catena ofjudgments that right to a fair trial is included in

the spirit of right to .life and personal liberty of a person. The very
. object of providing effective legal aid to a person undefended or

unrepresented is to ensure that he gets free, fair and just trial in a
criminal case. The Hon’ble Apex Court In the case of ZaPlira

Habibultab Sheikh(S) v, State of GujaratI (2006) 3 scc 374 has

explained the concept of fair trial to an accused and that it was central

to the administration of justice and the cardinality of protection of

human rights. The observations of Apex Court read as under:

“35. This Court has often emphasised that in a criminal case
tIle ,fate of the proceeding? cannot always be left entirely in

the.hqnds of the parties: dime being public wrong in breach
and violation of public rights and .duties2 which-affects thi

}vhole communitY as a communitY and is harmful to society
m general' The concept of - . fair -trial entails fan;iliar

triangulation of interests of the ac(„used9 the victim and the

societY and it is the community .that acts through the State
and prosecuting agencies. Interest of society is not to be
treated completely with disdain and as persona non grata.
The courts have always been considered to have an

overrldlng dutY to' maintain public confidence in the
asimjnistration of justice oRen referred to as the duty to
\'indicate and uphold the 'majesty of the lawl. t)Ue
administration of justice has always been viewed as a
COntInUOUS proCeSS9 not confined tO determination of the
particular case, protecting its ability to function as a court
of law in the future as in the case before it. If a criminal

=eu IIp r = Loi n ge fund I::fE:= : ec : : :1F1:1[pAE : ta i :p : ::roT Inn% T ::i:i
re?orging machine bY becoming a participant in the trial
evlnclng intelligence, active interest and elicit all relevant

CRL. A. 273/2009
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materials necessary for reaching the correct conclusion, to
find out the truth, and administer justice with fairness and

impartiality both to the parties and to the community it
serves. The courts administering criminal justice cannot
turn a blind eye to vexatious or oppressive conduct that has
occurred in relation to proceedings, even if a fair trial is still
possible, except at the risk of undermining the fair name
and standing of the judges as impartial and independent
adjudicators.

36. The principles of rule of law and due process are closely
linked with human rights protection. Such rights can be
protected effectively when a citizen has recourse to the
courts of law. It has to be unmistakably understood that a
trial which is primarily aimed at ascertaining the truth has

to be fair to all concerned. There can be no analytical9 all

comprehensive or exhaustive definition of the concept of a
fair trial, and it may have to be determined in seerningly
infinite variety of actual situations with the ultimate object
in mind viz. whether something that was done or said either
before or at the trial deprived the quality of fairness to a
degree where a miscarriage of justice has resulted. It will
not be correct to say that it is only the accused who must be
fairly dealt with That would be turning a Nelson eye to the

needs of society at large and the victims or their family
members and relatives. Each one has an inbuilt right to be
dealt with fairly in a criminal tHaI. Denial of a fair trial is as

rhuch injustice to the accused as is to the victim and the

society. Fair trial obviously would mean a trial before an
impartial judge, a fair prosecutor and an atmosphere of
judicial caIrn. Fair trial means a trial in which bias or

prejudicd for or against the accused, the witnesses, or the
cause which is being tried is eliminated. If the witnesses get
threatened or are forced to give false evidence that also
would not result in a fair trial. The failure to hear material
witnesses is certainly denial of fair trial.

i
i
I

j

!

i

I
i

!

37. A criminal trial is a judicial examination of the issues in

CRL. A. 273/2009
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the case and its purpose is to arrive at a judgXnent on an
issue as to a fact or relevant facts which may lead to the
discovery of the fact in issue, and obtain proof of such facts
at which the prosecution and the accused have arrived by
their pleadings; the controlling question being the gpilt Jr
innocence of the accused. Since the object is to m–de out

justice and tO convict the guilty and protect the innoLent3
the trial should be a search for the truth and not a bout ov;
technicalities, and must be conducted under such rules as

will protect the innocent, and punish the guilty. The proof
of charge which has to be beyond reasonable doubt must
depend upon judicial evaluation of the totality of the
evidence, oral and circumstantial, and not by an isolated
scIutiny.”

16. In M.H. lloskot v. State ofMaharashtra, ( 1978) 3 scc 5443 the

• Hon’ble Supreme Court had expressed as under: t

'’14. The other inWedient of fair procedUre tO a prisoner9
who has to seek his liberation .through the court process ii
lawYer’s services. Judicial .justice, with procedural
intricacies, legal submissions :and critical examination of

evldence> leans.upon professional expertise; and a failure of
equal justice under the law is on the cards where such
supportive skill is absent for one side. Our judicature9
moulded by Anglo-American models and our judi(./id

== c=sI? ; beonrEFoe; r£f I a\: y : npt:re r 1}:: : t :eelLng LiE \ hc:::p=}
Fqual justice under the law. Free legal services to the needy
is part of the English criminal justice system. And thb
American jurist, Prof. Vance of yale9 soLnded sense for
India too when he said:

I

i
E:

"What does it profit a poor and ignorant man that he is
equal to his strong antagonist before the law if there is
no one to inform him what the law is? Or that the
courts are open to him on the same terms as fo all

other persons when he has not the wherewithal to pay

CRL. A. 273/2009
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17. Similarly, the observations of Hon’ble Apex coul.II on right t, ,

fair trial and effective legal aid, in Mo Ad Hussain v. Mate (Govt. of

NCT of DeLhi) (2012) 2 SCC 584 are reproduced herein-under:
I

t
i
i

i

!

i

ii
ii

I

!
!

i
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i
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g
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the admission fee?"

“13. It will, thus, be seen that the trial coun, did not think it
proper to appoint any counsel to defend the appellant/

accused, when the counsel engaged by him did nc;t-appear
at the commencement of the trial nor at the time of
recording of the evidence of the prosecution witnesses. The

accused did not have the aid of the counsel in any real
sense, although, he was as much entitled to such aid during
the period of trial, The record indicates, as I have alread;
noticed, that the appointment of .learned counsel and he-r

appearance during the last stages of the trial was rather

proforma than active. It cannot- seriously be doubted at this
late date that the right of cross-.examination is included in
the right of an accused in a criminal case, to confront the

wltnesses against him not only on facts but also to disCredit
the witness by showing that .his testimony_in_chief wasuntrue and unbiased.

b $ 44 sk

16. In mY view, every person, therefore, has a right to a.fair
trial bY a competent court in the spirit of the right to life and

personal liberty. The object and purpose of providing
competent legal aid to undefended and unrepresented

accused persons are to. see that the accused gets Bee and
fair, just and reasonable trial of charge in a criminal case.

# # # $

24. In the present case, not only the accused was denied the

assistance of a counsel during the trial and such designation
of counsel, as was atternpted at a late stage, was eithe} so
indefinite or so close upon the trial as to amount to a denial
of effective and substantial aid in that regard. The Court
ought to have seen to it that in the proceedings before the
court, the accused was dealt with justly and fairly by
keeping in view the cardinal principles that the accused of a

Page 14 of' tR
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crime is entitled to a counsel which may be necessary for
his defence, as well as to facts as to law. The same

Yardstick may not be applicable in respect of economic
offences or where offences are not punishable with
substantive sentence of imprisonment but punishable with
fine only. The fact that the right involved is of such a
character that it cannot be denied without violating those
fundamental principles of liberty and justice which lie at the

base of all our judicial proceedings. The necessity of
counsel was so vital and imperative that the failure of the
trial court to make an effective appointment of a counsel

was a denial of due process of law. It is equally true that the
absence of fair and proper trial would be violation of
fundamental principles of judicial procedure on account of

breach of mandatory provisions of Section 304 of Cr.P.C.
####

42. While holding the appellant guilty the trial court has not
only relied upon the evidence of the witnesses who have
been cross-examined but also relied upon the evidence of
witnesses who were not cross-examined. The fate of the

criminal trial depends upon the truthfulness or otherwise of
the witnesses and, therefore, it.ii of.paramount importance.
To arrive at the truth, its vdra'dity"should be judged and for
that purpose cross- examination is 'an acid test. It tests the
truthfUlness of the statement made -by a witness on oath in
examination-in-chief. Its purpose is to elicit facts and
materials to establish that the evidence of witness is fit to be
rejected. The appellant in the present case was denied this
right only because he himself was not trained in law and not
given the assistance of a lawyer to defend him. Poverty also
came in his way to engage .a counsel of his choice...”

18. Despite there being catena of judgments emphasizing the need

and importance of legal aid, no effective legal aid was provided to the

. accused persons in present case. Order sheets were written in most

indifferent manner by the learned Trial Court. At most places, the name

CRL. A. 273/2009 Page 1S of 18
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of the counsel is not mentioned in the order sheets. The name> pres,nc,,

or absence of the counsel was not mentioned in any of the evidcncc

recorded' The problem does not end here. The present case wag bciilg

trled for an offence of preparation of dacoitY which attracts punishnlcnt

UPto 10 Years' No- legal aid was available to the acc{ned aim„q1

throughout the Mall most glaringly, at the time of nna1 argument, .,,' i

recordlng of evidence' The ’trial Court itself should have realized 111,_'

dutY cast on it to provide effecti„, 1,g,1 ,id t, ,n „,us,d wh, i, poor

and marginaliZed and could not defend himself The Courts ar. the

guardlans of a person’s liberty and are duty bound by Con&itution as

we as their oath to ensure fair trial to an accused which is ti„
constltutlona1 goal set bY the Indian Constitution itself

19' Vast sums of moneY are disbursed to establish lega1 aid centres

and State Legal Services Authorities to help those who fail to hire tIl:

best lawYers due to th'ir po"'ny.. LaWy,rs'are ,mp,n,11ed and paid to

prosecute and defend those who are unable to hire lawyer5 to deft:1'id

themselves' NeedleSS tP says lawyers' in criminal Courts are absolute
necessitY and not luxury.

20' The right to fair trial is a fundamental right. This noble goal will

fail in case if poor man charged with an offence is unable to defend

himself without lawy'r t' assi,t him. As ,Ir,ady mentioned hove the

more serlous offence, the likely consequences are greater. 'The Coun

should have kept in mind the decision of the Hon,ble Apex couN in

ri”ssai”aFa KhatQQn (4) ~. State of Bib„ (r980) 1 SCC 98. It„ ,.ight

of Bee legal services is essential ingredient of reasonable) fair aId just

procedure for a person accused of an offence and same has been held

CRL. A. 273/2009
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. lmplicit in the guarantee of Article 21. It is most un£.)annate that

despite such mandate, at times, as in the present case9 there is uu.er

disregard of the decision of the highest Court, as well as the
constitutional mandate.

21. It has been held in the case at Khaki (2) v. State of Bihar a981)

1 SCC 627 that “legal aid would become merely a fake promise and it

would fail of itS purposel if it were tO be left to a poor ignorant and

11 literate accused to ask a for free legal services. The Magistrate or the

SessIons Judge before whom the accused appears must be held to be

under an obligation to inform the accused that if he is unable to engage

'the services of a lawyer on account of poverty or indigence9 he iS

. entitled to obtain free legal services at the cost of the State.”

22. In the present case, the absence of cross-examination has resulted

in gross miscarriage of justice and the Court has to guard against such

an eventuality. It is to be remembered' that in India, the absence of fair

and proper trial is not only violation of fundamental principles of

judicial procedure and constitutional rnandate, but also violation of

mandatory provisions of Section 304 Cr.P.C. The assistance of a legal

counsel, in a meaningful way, was absent throughout the trial. Judiciary

has a crucial role to play in ensuring enforcement of human rights and

has to meet the great challenge towards making justice accessible in

practical terms to the poor in the country.

. 23. It is important to understand the reality of disadvantage of an

individual and ensure proactive steps to prevent injustice by providing
effective legal aid in order to deliver equality in justice. The

constitutional guarantees of free and fair trial should remain meaningRrl
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to the poor of the country and the judiciary has to remain 'vigilant
protect the interest of the disadvantaged groups also.

24. This is a classic case where all cannons of justice were kept asi, j,-

while passing the impugned judgment as the accused was not provided

legal aid which he was entitled to get under the Constitution of India ds

well as under Cr.P.C. The accused has faced trial for last 15 lang ycar=„

At hales, though the agonY of a person undergoing trial is not

mentIoned on the paper while a Judge writes a judgment, the trial wllici1

has been prolonged beyond 15 years is an agony itself. The stress ,. r'

facing a criminal trial is punishment unannounced in a case9 as the

present one.

25. Considering the overall facts and circumstances of the case this

Court’s judicial conscience does not permit to now remand back 1+J .

matter and direct the learned Trial Court to again conduct a fresh ti_jai

In vlew thereof, the accused is acquitted of all the charges since the tria1

In ltself was vitiated due to non-assistance of accused by lega1 ai,1

counsel, besides existence of several inconsistencies and lacudae in lhc

case of prosecution before the learned Trial Court

26' Bail bond9 ifanY9 stands cancelled. Surety stands discharged

27' AccordingIY9 the appeal iS allowed in above terms

28' A coPY of this judgment be circulated by learned Registrar

General of this Court to all the District Courts in Delhi and be also S„.nt

to the learned Director (Acaderni,
the needful.

JANUARY 05, 2023/ns
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